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We are still awaiting news from Mrs Dean about the birth of
her baby; we will update you when news breaks!
I am pleased to say that the school has successfully gained
bronze awards for both the Healthy Schools programme and
for the Rights Respecting Schools agenda. We aim to move
to silver and gold over time! Well done to Mrs Polewczyk
and Miss Brown for leading us in these areas.
It has been an exciting end to the term with our Christmas
fair, a visit to the theatre and visitors from the Wizard theatre
who came to see us. Not to mention our brilliant Y2 nativity!
Last year, we spent time as a school developing our curriculum. We started to
implement it from this September and there will be more information in later
newsletters.
We decided as a school that we wanted to focus on STEAM subjects so they
have formed the basis of our Learning Adventures for this academic year. This
term, our focus was technology and our adventure took the title of “Lights,
Camera Action!”. You can read more about the learning adventure in later
pages of the newsletter!

May I take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry Christmas if you are
celebrating and a Happy New Year to you all. We look forward to welcoming you
back in 2019; remember that children start back on Tuesday 8th January with the
usual soft start from 8.40am. Have a fantastic break!
Best wishes,
Mr. James Simmons,
Headteacher

OGPS Curriculum
As you saw on the front cover, we are in the process of updating our school curriculum to
ensure we are offering our children the very best educational experience. As a school, we
cover all aspects of the National Curriculum and our high standards are reflected in the updated
primary school league tables for 2018. We were very proud to have the 4th highest progress
measure for maths in Brent! (out of 81 schools).
As a school, we want to give extra focus to STEAM subjects as we know they create memorable
moments for children and inspire in them a love of learning! Over the autumn term we have
focused on our use of technology and in the spring term we will be focusing on science and
outdoor learning.

We know that children and parents love our learning
adventures and this term has been no different!
We have had some very exciting projects talking
place to capture the children’s imagination; you can
read about these over the next few pages. In the
spring term, our learning adventure will be called
“Let it Grow” and I am excited to announce that as
part of this we will be upgrading our school garden
area and launching a brand new forest school to
enhance our outdoor learning provision.

Read on to find out more about…..

Reception— Artistic Presentation of Autumn
Reception learnt how to use the ipads and cameras to take pictures and
record videos. This was then transferred into a short video using
Moviemaker.

What new skills did it push…
Confidence and independence in using technology. Leadership skills.

What the children said...

Sahar RP ”I have learnt how to record
videos and take pictures. I enjoyed it
so much!”
Shamore RP ”I know how to take a
picture.”
Gabriel RM “I like making photos.
I have an iPad at home!”
Manas RM “It was great taking the
videos. I liked taking pictures of the
trees.”

Year 1: Light and Dark

Year One have been learning about light and dark. We
have been experimenting with making shadows and how
light is used in portraits.
We learnt how to made shadows move, get bigger and smaller. We also learnt about
different light sources. We used light to make light and dark portraits by moving the light
to different positions and then took pictures using the I-pad. Each of us had a role in
creating the portraits. They were; the light technician, camera person and the model.

I learnt that when I put a pattern in front of my face it
makes a shadow of that pattern- Samuel 1O

I liked posting my invitation to Mum- Asha 1O

If you put coloured paper on a torch you get different
colours. We also made shadow puppets, my friend
held the torch and I made shapes with my hand.–
Asher 1B
I liked it when we played with the torches and made
shadows on the wall with the stencils – Thiana 1B

Year 2 : Beegu Silent movie

We acted out Alexis Deacon’s story of Beegu. We painted
the scenery, used instruments, acted the story and filmed
it. We mimed and didn't use words!
What new skills did it push…
Working as a team and using I-pad cameras.
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“I acted as Beegu I had to look for
my mummy.” (Zaiba)
“I had to practice filming a few
times.” (Rahma)
“I was the camera person and had to
keep the i pad still” (Hawa)
“I learnt that you need to make clips
and put these together to make a
silent movie.” (Adam)
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Year 3: Animated Fairy Tales
Year 3 animated a fairy tale using the Jelly Cam program.
First the children made a flick book to understand how animations are
created. They drew storyboards and then turned them in to an animation.

What new skills did it push…
Co-operation, communication and creativity throughout the completion
of project.
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What they enjoyed?
‘I enjoyed moving the characters.’ Vanya 3P
‘I enjoyed taking pictures.’ Adam 3P
What they found challenging?
‘I found it challenging to draw the pictures on
the whiteboard.’ Ronaq 3P
‘I found it difficult to put the white board in the
right place.’ Usha 3L
New learning?
‘I learnt how to put the wires away and not to
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Year 4: Character Creations

Year 4 wrote descriptions of their favourite characters from
the class read. The children filmed close up, demonstrating
facial expressions and projecting their voice.
Year 4 focused on gaining multimedia skills. They had to
perform and appraise their recordings and communicate
as well as developing their leadership skills within groups.

“I really enjoyed creating facial expressions to
show Aslan’s eyes.” - Adam
“I found it easy to read the character description,
using expression because it had lots of adjectives , similes and metaphors.” –Akira
“I found it difficult to act with my mouth closed
but I enjoyed learning how to use my facial expressions to show how the character is feeling or
behaving.” —Urja
“I found acting difficult because I’m camera shy
but I learned how to work in a group and take
leadership.” –Joel

Year 5: Stop frame animation with voiceovers

Year 5 created films after being inspired by anti bullying
week. Children got into groups to create screenplays and
drew storyboards before recording and creating animation.
Y5 learned how to use jellycam, movie maker and how to
convert files to bring animation and voiceover together.
This required real resilience, perseverance and teamwork!
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“I’ve enjoyed making a film and learning
about stop frame and different camera angles!” -Krish
“It was great using jellycams”-Kaylan
“My favourite part was making our story
come to life through the stop-frame animation.” Andreea.
“We had to share our ideas in our group and
make sure that everyone was working well in
the team. It was hard but I really enjoyed it!”
Imogen
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Year 6: Radio drama—writing and recording a ghost story

Children wrote their own ghost stories and then worked
in groups to record them using Audacity, adding music and
sound effects to enhance the atmosphere.
In addition to recording the stories, the children learned
to download and layer different audio tracks , as well as
how to edit and position sound effects accurately.

I enjoyed recording our story (Ritag)
I found editing sound effects
challenging (Abdul-Kareem)
I learnt that I have to speak louder
when recording (Hanifa)
I learnt how to edit sound tracks and
get sounds from the internet
(Jayden)

